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Abstract

Arkenstone fever is a phenomenon of a sudden boost of interest among many Indonesians towards the stones during 2014-2015. Accessories were equipped with them, minerals were hunt, and the economic for the small and medium-sized enterprises were expanded. In this study, we seek to determine and explain the underlying social-psychological factors behind this trend. In 2015, we gathered 100 participants ($M_{age} = 22.61$ years old, $SD_{age} = 3.818$ years) living in Jakarta, the capital of Indonesia and possessing at least one arkenstone to examine their Aesthetic Style, Illusory Belief, Health Belief, and Connectedness to Nature to arrange a theoretical model explaining the Fondness of arkenstone. Using path analysis, we found out that Aesthetic Style primarily predicts the Fondness of arkenstone. Connectedness to Nature and Illusory Belief were found out to be able to predict Aesthetic Style, and finally, participant’s Health Belief can predict their Illusory Belief. Overall, the theoretical model formed from these findings can be integrated into a model.
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Introduction

During 2014-2015, Indonesia experienced the fever of arkenstone. This emerging fondness of arkenstone, or agate, ("batu akik" in Indonesian) among people is indicated by a growing population of stone hunters, stone smiths and mostly, people who accessorize their fingers with colorful arkenstone on rings. This trend hits Indonesian like a tidal wave, as it affects not only ordinary citizens but also government officials; from Minister of Manpower, Hanif Dhakiri—who collects arkenstones and view them as part of national culture [1] to Minister of Social Affairs, Khoifah Indar Parawansa who stated arkenstone craftsmen/stone smiths as one of the new occupation in East Java and considered it to be effective in reducing the number of divorce in the area [2]. The arkenstone itself, known as ‘agate’ in geological terms, is a mineral structure consisting of various components of hard and colorful silicon layers [3]. As the popularity of the mineral among people raised so is the price. Depending on various aspects such as size, pattern, color, texture and origins, the price may vary from a few hundred thousand to millions of rupiah.

However, there are yet another studies conducted to investigate the cause of this ‘fever’. All we know from the news, articles and the increasing number of arkenstone trader is that people buy, collect and admire them for many purposes. This sudden trend has also left us puzzled, as this is similar to the flowerhorn fish trend back in the early 2000s where many people started to breed them for good luck and prosperity. This is the first article, to our knowledge, to ever investigate the psychosocial aspects underlying the arkenstone trends among Indonesian by outlining a few possible social-psychological factors that might have caused the trend. We propose that individual’s Aesthetic Style, Health Beliefs, Illusory Belief, and Connectedness to Nature play roles in determining the favoring of arkenstone.

Aesthetic Style

One possible reason for attraction towards arkenstone might be its aesthetic value. Its beautiful pattern and design are the qualities that attract people into collecting, hunting and taking care of the arkenstone as collections and accessories. How people perceive a product to be aesthetically beautiful might influence their attitude on the product. As Chen put it in his analysis of web design, aesthetic can influence brand perception and credibility in purchasing decision [4]. According to Louis Kattsoff [5], aesthetic is the knowledge of the beauty and the art of beauty. As John Hospers stated, it is related with the contemplation of art, by analyzing concepts in the deep reflection [5]. This contemplation makes people understand and perceive better towards the art, opening the opportunity to admire and appreciate it as a unique product and thus making the art a valuable possession of luxury.

Godey et al. [6] suggested that the consumption of a product or brand depends on the aesthetic perception or ‘style’ of the customer. Thus the value and luxury perceived may vary among products and individuals. If a product’s perceived aesthetic value match individual’s personal aesthetic standard, they will be more positively inclined towards it. In turn, one acts upon this positive inclination, resulting in collecting, taking care of, and invest on the stone. Therefore, we hypothesized, “One’s aesthetic style can predict his/her fondness of arkenstone” (H1) (Figure 1).

Illusory/magical Belief

Illusory/magical beliefs might play a role in explaining the fondness of arkenstone. As some people believe in the power of healing, others believe that the stones bring luck, prosperity and fortune. Some people believe that some arkenstones are guarded and protected by out of this world forces; some people call it magic [7]. According to Einstein et al.
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Aesthetic Style mediates the relationship between illusory/magical belief of arkenstone, due to the mystery in its beauty. We hypothesized, "One's illusory/magical belief can predict his/her aesthetic style" (H2).

In turn, the Aesthetic Style tendency mediates the relationship between the Illusory/Magical Belief and Fondness of arkenstone, suggesting that individuals with high magical beliefs might be fond of arkenstone, due to the mystery in its beauty. We hypothesized, "Aesthetic style mediates the relationship between illusory/magical belief and fondness of arkenstone among individuals with arkenstones" (H3).

Connectedness with Nature

The fact that the majority of arkenstone in the market is mined in Indonesia might be one underlying factor of attraction towards it. As mentioned above, even the Minister of Manpower himself views the arkenstone as the inseparable part of Indonesia's nature and cultural heritage. This glorification and pride towards the product of Mother Nature are representations of people's connectedness with nature. In Eastern Culture, especially Indonesia, spiritual practices, behaviors and rituals involving nature have always been important aspects of traditions for many occasions; for example, the practice of Tri Angga among Balinese that emphasizes on keeping the balance between human and nature in daily activities [13]. It dictates that as a human living in nature, we ought to respect and care for it as nature sustaining human activities and ties.

Connectedness with nature can be defined as a self-perceived relationship of interconnection between the self and the natural world; it reflects a sensation of kinship and an individual’s affective experience of connection with nature (Mayer and Frantz; Schultz, Shriner, Tabanico, and Khazian; as cited in [14]. It has been proposed as a universal phenomenon concerning the relation between one's self-image and nature based on a basophilic disposition (Mayer, Frantz, Bruehlman-Senecal, and Dooliver; Schultz et al.; as cited in [14].

Brady [15] discussed that in Carlson’s Nature Appreciation Model, appreciation towards nature is related with aesthetic appreciation. The perceptual stimulus preceding any information combined with already known cultural knowledge would purify away the richness of aesthetic experience. The key is that for individual to appreciate—regardless of any scientific or supporting information—what nature has offered (in this case, the arkenstone), he/she needs to think of it as a beautiful, aesthetic object. Thus, people that feel they are connected more with natural surrounding will be more tend to understand and inspect object according to their aesthetic style, forming our hypothesis, “One’s connectedness with nature can predict his/her aesthetic style” (H4). The possession of the stone, in turn, could provide the aesthetic experience for one to enjoy [15], making Aesthetic Style a bridging mediator between Connectedness to Nature and Fondness of arkenstone. We hypothesized, “Aesthetic Style mediates the relationship between connectedness with nature and fondness of arkenstone among individuals with arkenstones” (H5).

Health Belief

Many claims of arkenstone health benefits were made by the media and rumors [16]. People believe that wearing arkenstone balances the bodily processes and brings good health for the bearer. This practice is not unusual throughout the Eastern culture, as the natural mineral is said to possess healing power. For example, there are beliefs that coral stone heals infertility and circulations problem, Amethyst heals insomnia, and agate heals pain [17]. Despite the validity of this claim, the focus on this study is individual’s belief of benefits obtained from this stone towards their health.

As Brunner et al. [18] stated, socioeconomic circumstances, living and working conditions and social and psychological factors are strong influences on well-being and health over the life course. Considering that these constructs are subject to major cultural and philosophical influences [18], there could be a different explanation for arkenstone fondness from the framework of social epidemiology as Indonesia is one of the Eastern countries with strong and diverse oriental influences. Standing from these premises, we proposed to explain this phenomenon in relations to arkenstone fondness from individual’s health belief, because clearly the phenomenon of believing in healing power of the stones is a health concept that is not limited by physical and biological process [19], which means there are behavioral and psychological aspects underlying it.

One of the models explaining health beliefs is The Health Belief Model proposed by Rosenstock [20]. Rosenstock explained people’s health belief using five constructs: (1) perceived severity, (2) perceived susceptibility, (3) cue for action, (4) perceived barriers, and (5) perceived outcomes and benefits [21]. Another is the Wellness Belief, which measures individual subjective perceptions of the biomedical, functional and well-being indicators of wellness [22]. Individuals that possess arkenstone and take them into account when considering their health—despite its lack of scientific evidence of health benefits—might indicate that they have considerable belief in mystical or illusory occurrence. Thus, we hypothesized, "One’s health belief can predict his/her illusory/magical belief" (H6). In turn, the Illusory Belief acts as a mediator, bridging the relationship of Health Belief Prediction towards Aesthetic Style. This is because the object of health belief here is the ‘unscientific’ object that is appreciated for aesthetic reasoning as the framework of meaning. Thus, we hypothesized, “Illusory/magical..."
belief mediates the relationship between health belief and aesthetic style, having effects on fondness of arkenstone, among individuals with arkenstone” (H7). By those premises and hypothesis formed, we proposed that Illusory/magical Belief and Connectedness to Nature could together predict an individual with arkenstone’s Aesthetic Style, and all prediction together could form a model explaining the Fondness of arkenstone. We formed the hypothesis, “Individual with arkenstone's illusory/magical belief and connectedness with nature can predict his/her aesthetic style” (H8) and “The variables investigated in this study can form a model explaining fondness of arkenstone” (H9) (Figure 1).

Method

Participants and design
The participants in this study were adolescents and young adults aged 18-30 and lived in Jakarta, the capital of Indonesia. We recruited 100 participants (M_age=22.61 years old, SD_age=3.818 years), 82 men and 18 women, all of whom having the basic knowledge and information of arkenstone, and possess at least an arkenstone in any form of accessories (rings, necklaces, bracelets). The sampling method employed was convenience sampling.

This study used the quantitative, correlational predictive design. The data were analyzed by using Path Analysis to determine regression coefficient of each variable, and their t-value.

Instruments
Health belief was measured using Health Belief Model Scale (HBMS) by Champion from the study by Jones et al. [20] in the context of food poisoning and Wellness Belief Scale (WBS) by Bishop et al. [22]. We integrated the dimension of perceived barriers and benefits of HBMS with the biomedical and well-being components of WBS in final adaptation result of 15 items. The Cronbach’s Alpha (internal consistency reliability index) of this instrument is α=0.742.

Aesthetic style was measured using Scale of Aesthetic Style (SAS) by Godey et al. [6]. They applied the measurement of aesthetic in consumer behavior with the purpose of measuring the consumer’s experience with the aesthetic value of a product. Final adaptation for present study resulted in 10 items with Cronbach’s Alpha, α=0.900. Illusory/magical belief was measured using Illusory Belief Inventory (IBI) items measuring magical thinking by Kingdon et al. [9]. All 24 items were adapted into the present study with the Cronbach’s Alpha, α=0.771. Connectedness with nature was measured using Connectedness with Nature Scale (CNS) by Mayer and Franz [14]. Final adaptation of present study resulted in 13 items with Cronbach’s Alpha, α=0.791.

Participant were asked to indicate their agreement towards each item’s statement that might describe them by choosing among response options ranging from Strongly Disagree (very unsuitable in describing him/herself; score of 1) to Strongly Agree (very suitable in describing him/herself; score of 6). The fondness of arkenstone was measured by asking participants to indicate how much they like the arkenstone from a scale of 1 to 10. The questionnaire also contains some questions regarding the reasons they are in the arkenstone trend for acquiring the qualitative responses.

Results

Path analysis

RMSEA indicates a value of 0.000 (RMSEA < 0.05), with P-value of 0.707 (P-value > 0.05), of Chi-square ($\chi^2$)=2.96. They show that this model has a good fit and can be used to explain Fondness of arkenstone. Figure 2 is the diagram representation of the model resulting from path analysis.

Each prediction’s path coefficient magnitude and t-value significance are determined using LISREL 8.8. For significance level at the 0.05, we used $t$=|1.96| as a critical value for judging statistical significance of the prediction results [23]. Analysis results of each prediction show that Aesthetic Style is able to predict Fondness of arkenstone ($\beta$=0.05, $t$=2.32 > 1.96). Illusory/magical Belief ($\beta$=0.31, $t$=3.33 > 1.96) and Connectedness to Nature ($\gamma$=0.48, $t$=3.52 > 1.96) are able to predict Aesthetic Style significantly. Health Belief can predict Illusory/magical Belief ($\gamma$=0.48, $t$=3.99 > 1.96) significantly (see Equation 1 for knowing the regression equations and effect sizes or coefficients of determination, $R^2$). Thus H1, H2, H4, H6, and H8 were supported by empirical data. Based on the goodness of fit indices, there are also indirect effects in the relationships. H3, H5, H7, and H9 were supported by empirical data (Figure 2).

LISREL Estimates (Maximum Likelihood)

Structural Equations

\[
\text{IBI}=0.48\times HBM, \text{Errorvar.}=92.58, R^2=0.14
\]

(0.12) (13.29) 3.99 6.96

\[
\text{SAS}=0.31\times\text{IBI} + 0.48\times\text{CNS}, \text{Errorvar.}=92.45, R^2=0.21
\]

(0.094) (0.14) (13.27)

Notes: HBM=Health Belief; CNS=Connectedness to Nature; IBI=Illusory/magical Belief; SAS=Aesthetic Style; ARKEN=Fondness to arkenstone.

Figure 2: Path analysis results: t-value (left) and coefficient estimation (right).
Second, Connectedness with Nature, as a sense of nature-self interconnection, reflects a certain amount of affective experience within the body [14]. Physical attractiveness, being one of the fundamental and primary stimuli of Aesthetic, could be influenced by the affective experience the natural surrounding provides. As the result suggest, it could propel an individual to be more inclined in perceiving them to be beautiful according to their ‘style’. This is not surprising, because, for a long time, aesthetics is seen as “a mirror to nature” [26]. Within history-psychological dimension, aesthetics are the result of the evolution of the natural world, which are then transformed into human cognition [27]. History has provided or conditioned the knowledge necessary for human to form works/creations based on their view of nature and to appreciate the works/creations based on their admiration for the aesthetic qualities of nature. Natural environment and Aesthetic style are connected through harmony, elegance, unity, order and balance, as well as having a positive function as a framework meaning of human life experience. Perhaps agate lovers are those who appreciate the nature. This quality, in turn, strengthens the relationship between aesthetic style with a magical belief in their psyche.

The mediation effects of Aesthetic Style in the relationship between Connectedness with Nature-Fondness of arkenstone and Illusory Belief-Fondness of arkenstone provide a more in-depth explanation of arkenstone’s beauty attraction. This shows that the beauty that individuals perceive in arkenstone stem from these two factors—mystical and natural sense. The illusory belief tendency provides a perception of mystery from the pattern of design that gives the arkenstone its sense of beauty. From a more natural perspective, the stone’s natural origin might provide the sense of affective ‘natural’ experience that makes it beautiful.

Finally, the result that shows Health Belief predicts Illusory Belief in this context of research indicates that participant’s beliefs of their health practices and knowledge influence their Illusory Belief. In a sense that how they regulate and view medical practices—scientific or not—increases their chances to believe in superstition, at least in the demographic of this study. The more they believe in their practices regarding health is right, the higher chances they will think conjunctively, combining and seeing connections between irrelevant variables. It is classified in the paradigm of “magico-religious health” [28], which a person attributes the source of and solution to their disease on the mystical and supernatural power, not on organic bodily function and dynamics. Lewis et al. [29], for example, found that adults who are obese but still want to have a positive self-image about their health believe that they are allowed to expect a “magic cure” for changes in their health. Thus, agate stone lovers may be among the people who have a high belief in such and deemed agate as their health solution.

Overall, the model seems to show an adequate fit to explain the fondness of arkenstone. Health Belief first plays a role in influencing Illusory Belief. In turn, Illusory Belief and Connectedness to Nature together influences Aesthetic Style. It means that in this context, the health belief of individual’s with arkenstone influences them to view arkenstone as mystical, which combined with its natural origin, gives the stone a sense of aesthetic beauty to the possessor, making them fond of the stones.

The main impact of this study is of course to set a fundamental explanation regarding the current arkenstone trends, and possibly further similar trends that follow the same pattern. Knowing that the key is aesthetic style, we uncover the important reason of why the trend is so huge among Indonesian. Of course, aside from the theoretical discussion, an impact on a more practical level is on the economic...
growth. Since more beautiful stones are liked better, the industry has the potential to be expanded, such as through increasing the value of certain pattern, or create products that suit beautiful stone’s pattern, opening up a possibility of a new mineral industry that is worth investing in Indonesia.

Conclusion

This is the first study to apply psychosocial factors in explaining the trend of arkenstone. We hypothesized that there were four factors underlying this trend: magical belief, aesthetic style, health belief, and connectedness with nature. Overall, our proposed model is able to significantly and thoroughly explain the phenomenon of arkenstone fever in Indonesia.
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